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Abstract

Purpose –To address the problem that the current train operationmode that train selects one of several offline
pre-generated control schemes before the departure and operates following the scheme after the departure,
energy-saving performance of the whole metro system cannot be guaranteed.
Design/methodology/approach – A cooperative train control framework is formulated to regulate a novel
train operation mode. The classic train four-phase control strategy is improved for generating specific energy-
efficient control schemes for each train. An improved brute force (BF) algorithmwith a two-layer searching idea
is designed to solve the optimisation model of energy-efficient train control schemes.
Findings – Case studies on the actual metro line in Guangzhou, China verify the effectiveness of the proposed
train control methods compared with four-phase control strategy under different kinds of train operation
scenarios and calculation parameters. The verification on the computation efficiency as well as accuracy of the
proposed algorithm indicates that it meets the requirement of online optimisation.
Originality/value – Most existing studies optimised energy-efficient train timetable or train control
strategies through an offline process, which has a defect in coping with the disturbance or delays effectively
and promptly during real-time train operation. This paper studies an online optimisation of cooperative train
control based on the rolling optimisation idea, where energy-efficient train operation can be realised once train
running time is determined, thus mitigating the impact of unpredictable operation situations on the energy-
saving performance of trains.
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1. Introduction
By the end of 2022, 55 cities in China have operated metro lines with a total operating mileage
of 10 287.45 kilometers (Urban Rail Transit, 2022 Annual Statistics and Analysis Report). In
2022, the energy consumption of urban rail transit in China was up to 22.792bn kWh, a 6.89%
increase compared with the last year (Urban Rail Transit, 2022 Annual Statistics and
Analysis Report).

In recent years, the emergence and popularisation of regenerative braking technique
provide a newmethod for energy saving during train operation, which is the improvement of
regenerative braking energy (RBE) utilisation to reduce net energy consumption. It is in line
with the efficient usage of energy and has become an important research direction. In modern
metro system with small headway, frequent traction and braking processes of trains are
conducive to the generation and usage of RBE and thus reduce net energy consumption, as
shown in Figure 1.

In general, the improvement of train RBE utilisation can be realised by three approaches:
energy storage device usage, train timetable optimisation and cooperative train control
optimisation. For cooperative control of multiple trains, research studies mainly focused on
coordinating train control regimeswith thegiven traindispatch to increase the overlapprobability
of train traction and braking, thus improving RBE utilisation and reducing net energy.

Li (2014) analysed operation interaction and influence among trains, then formulated the
multiple train energy-efficient control optimisation model and found the globally optimal
solution by using game theory. The method proposed by Sun, Cai, Hou, Zhang, and Dong
(2014) realised the utilisation of surplus RBE by partial adjustment of train speed curves. On
the bases of this, the author further studied the optimal distribution method of RBE with the
help of augmented Lagrange function (Sun, Lu, and Dong, 2017). To stabilise the substation
power system and increase the usage of RBE, Xun, Tang, Song,Wang, and Jia (2015) proposed
an energy-saving train control model, where the rise of power grid voltage due to the brake of
one train could trigger the adjustment of control regimes of adjacent trains. Tang, Wang, and
Feng (2015) formulated the energy-saving optimisationmodel of train tracking scenario based
on the equivalent circuit of power supply grid. The quadratic programming algorithm was
used to find the optimal control regimes of two trains to coordinate traction and braking
process. Same for the train tracking scenario, Chen, Mao, Bai, Chen, and Shi (2017) segmented
the metro line based on ramp conditions and speed limit and then analysed the train control
regime selection and operation time allocation for each section. On the basis, a nested
genetic algorithm was developed to find the optimal train control scheme. Liu analysed the
energy-saving performance of train four- and five-mode control strategies on two-train
(Liu, Guo, & Yu, 2016) and three-train (Liu & Zhao, 2017) operation scenarios. Compared with

Figure 1.
The relationship of
different kinds of
energy in metro system
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train four-mode control strategy, the author added another acceleration phase into train
control scheme to make full use of RBE generated by other braking trains. Similarly, based on
substation power system, Jin, Feng, Sun, Chen, and Chai (2019) inserted a coasting-maximum
acceleration phase into train control scheme to absorb RBE, but the assumption that train
always runs with the speed as close as possible to the speed limit is not conducive for energy
saving. The above-mentioned research studies mainly introduced general energy-efficient
train control strategies but lacked the systematic framework and modelling. Bai et al. (2019)
conducted a research on cooperative control of metro trains for minimising net energy
consumption. The author applied cooperative co-evolutionary algorithm to generate control
schemes of trains within a power supply region at one time, but the computation time of this
method will remarkably rises with the increase of the number of trains. On the other hand,
whether it is necessary to calculate all trains’ control schemes simultaneously is still need to be
deliberated since the efficiency of control schemes for non-decision trains may still be affected
by the uncertainty during later practical operation (Bai, Yuan, Li, Zhou, & Feng, 2020; Ran
et al., 2022).

Existing studies on cooperative train control to reduce net energy consumption are still
mainly offline optimisation process. The overall cooperative train control framework was
rarely discussed. Therefore, this research is mainly focused on the online optimisation
method of cooperative train control. A rolling optimisation idea is usedwhen generating train
control schemes to cope with the unpredictable conditions during practical operation,
increasing train operational flexibility and robustness to some degree.

2. Cooperative train control method
2.1 Cooperative train control framework design
Cooperative train control is a sophisticated process, which has a demand on the centralised
monitoring and dispatch. Based on the CBTC system, a cooperative train control framework
is designed in this paper, as shown in Figure 2, where train control schemes are generated
considering the operation status of other trains. It mainly consists of two levels, which are line
CTC (centralised traffic control) and train OBCU (on-board control unit).

CTC level: line CTC receives real-time operation status of each train transmitted through
the communication based train control sysytem (CBTC) and sets up a shared database to
store train control schemes. Then based on the database, the given running time, interstation
line configuration, train data and the passenger flow at the station, CTC generates specific
control schemes for each stopped train over time, forming a rolling optimisation process. The
schemes aim at reducing net energy during train operation with the consideration of
operation safety, comfort and punctuality. Finally, the control schemes will be transmitted
through CBTC to each stopped train in real time.

OBCU level: the stopped train receives the control schemes from CTC. Then after
departing from the station, onboard ATO precisely controls the train to operate at the next
interstation following the given train control scheme.

2.2 Train control strategy
Under the above-mentioned cooperative train control framework, the specific energy-efficient
control schemes for each train need to be determined. In this paper, the existing classic train
four-phase control strategy is analysed and improved to some degree to increase the potential
of energy saving.

2.2.1 Four-phase control strategy. It has been proved that train running on the route
without steep downhill has minimum traction energy consumption by following four-phase
control strategy (Lee, Milroy, & Tyler, 1982), which is maximum traction-cruising-coasting-
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maximum braking. As shown in Figure 3, as long as the final speed (vtr) of train traction after
the departure and the location (sco) where train starts coasting before braking are given, the
whole speed curve can be determined. It is noted that the location (sbr) where train starts
braking is the intersect of train coasting curve (green line) and braking curve (blue line).
In otherwords, once sco and the terminus S are fixed, the above two curveswill intersect at one
point, which is sbr.

Typically, when train is cruising, it needs to apply partial traction or braking tomaintain a
constant cruising speed, specifically depending on the line conditions, train speed and train
mass. As shown in Figure 4, if train is cruising on the uphill, the resultant force of train
gravity and support force, which is the sliding force, is downward and parallel to the ramp. To

Figure 2.
Online cooperative
train control
framework

Figure 3.
Solution method of
speed curve of train
four-phase control
strategy
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make the train run at a constant speed, that is the resultant force is zero, the train has to apply
traction force to balance the resistance and sliding force.

While if train is cruising on the downhill, the sliding force is still downward, which can
offset partial resistance. Therefore, when the sliding force is greater than the resistance, train
has to apply braking force to balance the resultant force of resistance and sliding force. On the
contrary, if the sliding force is smaller than the resistance, traction force is in need to offset the
extra resistance.

Based on the analysis above, for four-phase control strategy, if the train is cruising on the
downhill, it may require braking to maintain the constant cruising speed as shown in
Figure 5, which will cause train kinetic energy loss, thus increasing traction energy
consumption. Specifically, formultiple-train operation scenario as shown in Figure 6, if a train
is cruising when another train is braking, RBE generated by the braking train cannot be
effectively used.

2.2.2 Improved control strategy. To address the above weaknesses of train four-phase
control strategy under general line conditions and multiple-train operation scenarios,
improvements are made as follows:

Figure 4.
Force analysis during

train cruising on
the ramp
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Improvement 1: for used during train running, to avoid train cruising on the downhill as
much as possible, train control regime sequence can be improved as shown in Figure 7.
The basic principle is that as long as train coasting on the ramp can speed up and not
exceed the speed limit, it applies coasting, otherwise it applies cruising. This process can
be realised by continuous judgement of train operation at each position between the
interstation. Specific formula is as follows:

oðsþ ΔsÞ ¼
�

Cruising; ½Vlimðsþ ΔsÞ � vðsÞ∙Fre ½vðsÞ; sþ Δs� ≥ 0
Coasting; ½Vlimðsþ ΔsÞ � vðsÞ∙Fre ½vðsÞ; sþ Δs� < 0

(1)

where

oðsþ ΔsÞ denotes train control regime at location sþ Δs;

Vlimðsþ ΔsÞ denotes the speed limit at location sþ Δs;

Figure 6.
Train four-phase
control strategy
(multiple-train
scenario)

Figure 5.
Train four-phase
control strategy (single
train scenario)
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vðsÞ denotes train speed at location s and

Fre ½vðsÞ; sþ Δs�denotes train resistance at location sþ Δs, which can be calculated by the
following formula:

Fre ½vðsÞ; sþ Δs� ¼ �fbðvðsÞÞ þ fgðsþ ΔsÞ þ fcðsþ ΔsÞ�∙mg (2)

where

m denotes the train mass;

g is gravitational acceleration;

fbðvðsÞÞ denotes the basic resistance when train speed is vðsÞ;
fbðsþ ΔsÞ denotes the resistance due to the ramp gradient at location sþ Δs and

fcðsþ ΔsÞ denotes the resistance due to the line curve at location sþ Δs.

This improvement can increase train kinetic energy by making full use of line ramp
potential energy. In addition, once the train ends its first traction with vtr departing form the
station, its control regime at certain location is decided according to the current
train operation status and line condition (no matter it’s uphill, downhill or flat), which
means the whole train speed curve can still be determined by vtr and sco. Therefore,
compared with four-phase control strategy, the number of decision variables for generating
the energy-efficient control scheme for one train is not increased by applying this
improvement.

Improvement 2: for the cases of RBE utilisation among trains, to deal with the problem
of RBE loss due to the fixed control regime sequence of train four-phase control
strategy, multiple-traction is applied during train operation if necessary to use RBE
generated by other braking trains as much as possible. As shown in Figure 8, when
Train 2 is braking, Train 1 applies another traction phase to use RBE generated by
Train 2.

Train operation status including speed curves, substation code as well as the energy
consumption and generated RBE at each moment, etc. are stored in the shared database,
where the time range whenever the surplus RBE can be used is known. Therefore, specific
traction timing for the decision train can be determined based on the shared database. When

Figure 7.
Modified train control
strategy (single train

scenario)
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generating speed curve for the decision train, the judgement will be made as the train moves
to each position. If there is RBE which can be used during train running at the next distance
step, the train will applies traction as long as it does not exceed the speed limit. Coasting is
applied between the adjacent traction phases. Once train reaches the speed limit, it will not
apply traction anymore after that and strategy of Improvement 1will be applied to determine
the rest of train speed curve.

It is worth noting that in the above-mentioned method, the number of train tractions
during operation is not restricted, which means if possible, the decision train can coordinate
withmultiple braking trains to use RBE. In addition, similar to Improvement 1, the number of
decision variables for generating the whole train speed curve is still not increased when
applying this improvement, since train speed curve between the location (str) where train ends
traction after the departure and the location (sco) where train starts coasting before braking
can be determined according to the shared database.

3. Model formulation
3.1 Assumptions
Mathematical optimisationmodel of energy-efficient train control formulated in this section is
based on the following assumptions:

(1) Train is regarded as a singlemass point duringmodel formulation. It has been proved
(Howlett & Pudney, 1995) that train mass strip model can transformed into single
mass point model through ramp conversion. Therefore, single mass point model also
has high accuracy and is applied in this study.

(2) Train operation adopts two improved control strategies. That is for the cases of single
train operationwithout RBE utilisation, the train applies the strategy of Improvement
1. If the train can use RBE generated by other trains, the strategies of Improvement 1
and 2 are adopted.

3.2 Decision variables
The decision variables of train control scheme between the interstation are the final speed of
train traction after the departure and the location where train starts coasting before braking,
which can be expressed as follows:

Figure 8.
Modified train control
strategy (multiple-train
scenario)
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f ¼ ½vtr ; sco� (3)

where

f represents train control scheme between the interstation;

vtr denotes the final speed of train traction after departing from the station and

sco denotes the location where train starts coasting before braking.

For train speed curve at other locations between the interstation, it can be determined by
continuous judgement when generating train control schemes. According to the rolling
optimisation theory, since during each optimisation process, only one control scheme for one
train between an interstation is generated, the number of decision variables for model is not
increased with the rise of the number of operating trains, which means the model solving
efficiency can be guaranteed.

3.3 Objective function
The objective of the model in this paper is the minimisation of train net energy consumption
during operation between each interstation, which can be expressed as follows:

minEi
net ¼ Ei

tr � Ei
RBE ¼

Z T

0

"
eitrðfÞ �min

 
eitr ;
XN
j≠ i

α$β$e j
br

!#
$dt (4)

eitr ¼ Fi
trðvÞ$viðtÞ þ Pa (5)

ejbr ¼ max
h
μ$Fj

brðvÞ$v jðtÞ � Pa ; 0
i

(6)

where

Ei
net denotes the net energy consumption of train i between the interstation;

Ei
tr denotes the traction energy consumption of train i between the interstation;

Ei
RBE denotes the amount of RBE that train i can use between the interstation;

T is the specified running time of train i between the interstation;

N is the number of trains in operation;

eitr denotes the traction power of train i during dt;

ejbr denotes the regenerative braking power of train j during dt;

Pa is the power of train onboard auxiliary equipment;

μ is the conversion factor from mechanical energy to RBE;

vðtÞ denotes the train speed at time t and

α is a binary variable, whose value is

α ¼
�
1;Train i and j are in the same PSI
0; else

(7)

β is a binary variable, whose value is
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β ¼
(
1;Fi

trðvÞ > 0 andFj
brðvÞ > 0 and vjðtÞ≥Vc

0; else
(8)

Vc denotes the critical conversion speed of train regenerative braking and mechanical
braking.When train speed is higher thanVc, it applies regenerative braking, generating RBE.
When train speed is lower than Vc, it applies mechanical braking;

FtrðvÞdenotes train traction force when the speed is v, which can be obtained through train
traction characteristic curve and

FbrðvÞdenotes train braking forcewhen the speed is v, which can be obtained through train
braking characteristic curve.

Similarly, since train control schemes are gradually generated according to the practical
operation conditions, each train runs between each interstation with the minimum energy
consumption, ultimately minimising the net energy of the whole system.

3.4 Constraints
Some operation constraints need to be satisfiedwhen generating train control schemes, which
are as follows:

(1) Train movement equations

During train operation, kinematic equations should be followed. The train will be subjected to
three kinds of forces: traction force, braking force and resistance, where the resistance
consists of basic resistance as well as additional resistance due to line ramps and curves.
Specific formulas are expressed as follows:

vðsÞ ¼ ds

dt
(9)

aðsÞ ¼ dv

dt
¼ FtrðvÞ � FbrðvÞ

m
� freðv; sÞ (10)

freðv; sÞ ¼ fbðvÞ þ fgðsÞ þ fcðsÞ (11)

fbðvÞ ¼ aþ bvþ cv2 (12)

fgðsÞ ¼ −iðsÞ (13)

fcðsÞ ¼ 600

rðsÞ (14)

where

vðsÞ denotes train speed at location s;

aðsÞ denotes train acceleration at location s;

mdenotes the train mass between the interstation, which is determined based on the real-
time trainload;

freðv; sÞ denotes train unit resistance;
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fbðvÞ, fgðsÞ, fcðsÞ are unit basic resistance, unit additional resistance due to line ramps and
curves, respectively;

a; b; c are coefficients of Davis Equation [39], which are used to calculate basic resistance
and provided by the rolling stock manufacturer;

iðsÞ denotes the gradient of line ramp at location s and

rðsÞ denotes the radius of line curve at location s.

(2) Punctuality

Trains have to run with the given running time between the interstation to guarantee the
punctuality, which can be expressed as follows:����

Z S

0

Δs
vðsÞ$ds� T

����≤ ε (15)

where

S denotes the distance between the interstation;

Δs denotes the distance step during calculation;

T denotes the specified running time between the interstation and

ε denotes a satisfying precision error of train running time.

(3) Traction rules

Since high speed before train arriving at the station is not conducive to slowing down and
stopping, the time range of additional train tractions has to be restricted. In this study, it is
achieved through no more train tractions after the certain moment, which is related to the
running time between the interstation, as expressed in the following formula:

tmax traction ≤ ð1� λÞT (16)

where

tmax traction denotes the moment after which train traction is not applied;

T is the specified running time between the interstation;

λ is a coefficient between 0 and 1.

(4) Train operation boundary constraints

To satisfy the exactness of stop, train has to be stationary before departing from the station
and after arriving at the station, which can be represented as follows:

vð0Þ ¼ vðSÞ ¼ 0 (17)

where

S is the distance between the interstation.
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(5) Speed limit

To ensure safe operation, train speed has to be below the speed limit during train operation at
all time, which can be expressed as follows:

vðsÞ≤VlimðsÞ (18)

where

vðsÞ is train speed at location s;

VlimðsÞ is the speed limit at location s.

(6) Train tracking safety

Since multiple trains are running online at the same time, the operational interrelationships
among them should be considered. The minimum safe distance between trains has to be
satisfied at all time, which is expressed as follows:

��LiðtÞ � Li−1ðtÞ��≥ viðtÞ2
aeb

þ ls ði > 1Þ (19)

where

LiðtÞ denotes the location of train i at time t;

Li−1ðtÞ denotes the location of the previous train before train i at time t;

vðtÞ is train speed at time t;

aeb denotes the emergency braking deceleration of train and

ls denotes a regulated fixed safety distance.

(7) Comfort

To meet the requirements of passenger ride comfort, train acceleration and deceleration
during operation should be restricted as follows:

−bmax ≤ aðsÞ≤ amax (20)

where

aðsÞ is train acceleration at location s;

bmax denotes the maximum train deceleration and

amax denotes the maximum train acceleration.

4. Methodology
4.1 Simulation framework
To simulate the process of train control scheme generation by line CTC and the operation of
multiple trains, a simulation framework is designed in this paper as shown in Figure 9.

It should be noted that when generating train departure sequence, if there are more than
one train departing at the same time, departure sequence at this time will be sorted according
to the train number. Control schemes for each decision train at each interstation are gradually
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generated according to train departure sequence. An improved brute force (BF) algorithm is
adopted for searching the optimum train control scheme.

4.2 Improved brute force algorithm
BF algorithm is a kind of enumeration method, which searches all feasible solutions and
chooses the best one. It has been adopted in many research studies in the field of train control
optimisation (Zhao, Roberts & Hillmansen, 2014; Zhao, Roberts, Hillmansen & Nicholson,
2015; Zhou, Bai, Li, Mao & Li, 2018). It is clear that the solution space determines the
computation time to some degree. Since train control schemes are generated online in this
paper, computation efficiency has to be guaranteed.

In order to accomplish train control scheme optimisation within a satisfying time, an
improved BF algorithm is proposed to increase the computation efficiency. Specifically, a
two-layer searching idea is added into train control scheme searching process, which reduces
the solution space to some extent. The searching procedure of the proposed improved BF
algorithm is as follows:

Step 1: Algorithm initialisation. Input decision train data, line configuration, speed limit
Vlim, running time T and the shared database which is in the matrix form to record train
operation status and RBE generation of each time step. Initialize the final speed of train
traction vtr as 0, the train control scheme f and the energy consumption E as empty set.

Step 2: Calculate and store train braking speed curve where train starts braking when the
speed is Vlim as show in Figure 10.

Figure 9.
Simulation process of

control scheme
generation and train

operation
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Step 3: Search the shared database and determine whether RBE is available during train
operation period. If it is available, train control scheme is generated base on the strategy of
Improvement 1 and 2. Otherwise, train control scheme is generated base on strategy of
Improvement 1.

Step 4: vtr ¼ vtr þ 1. If vtr > Vlim, go to Step 6; Otherwise, generate train traction speed
curve (red line) where the final speed is vtr as shown in Figure 11. Then, calculate the speed
curve after the end position (str) of train traction following the corresponding strategies of
Improvement 1 and 2 until it intersects with train braking curve (blue line) generated in
Step 2, forming a complete train speed curve as shown in Figure 11, where train coasting
before braking is not applied.

Step 5: Record the speed curve as fnocoðvtrÞ and calculate its running time Tno−coðvtrÞ and
then go to Step 4.

Step 6: Find the minimum vtr where jTno−coðvtrÞ−Tj≤ ε and then, record train control
scheme fðvtrÞ ¼ fnocoðvtrÞ and calculate its energy consumption EðvtrÞ.
Step 7: vtr ¼ vtr þ 1. If vtr > Vlim, go to Step 11; otherwise, search for sco to meet the
requirement of train running timeT based on fnocoðvtrÞ. To speed up the search process of
the optimal sco with the given vtr, a two-layer searching idea is applied.

Step 8: First-layer search. Divide the distance between str end and sbr of fnocoðvtrÞ into P
sections as shown in Figure 12a. Successively generate train speed curves with each split

Figure 10.
Generation of train
braking speed curve
and traction
speed curve

Figure 11.
Generation of the
whole train speed
curve using
Improvement 1 and 2
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point as sco and calculate their running times. If there exists a split point sco whose running
time of speed curvemeets the running time requirement, go to Step 10; Otherwise, find two
split points whose running times of speed curves are at two sides of the giving running
time T and then go to Step 9.

Step 9: Second-layer search. Further divide the distance between two split points selected
in Step 8 intoQ sections as shown in Figure 12b. Successively generate train speed curves
with each split point as sco and calculate their running times. Find one split point as the
final sco whose running time of speed curve meets the running time requirement. It should
be noted that two-layer search is totally enough to find the optimal sco for themetro system
as the interstation is relatively short.

Step 10: Record train control scheme fðvtr ; scoÞ and calculates its energy consumption
EðvtrÞ and then go to Step 7.

Step 11: Find one scheme from fwith the minimum energy consumption as the optimum
train control scheme. Calculate RBE generation for each time step and store it as well as
train speed curve in the shared database. Then terminate the algorithm until the next train
sequence.

5. Case study and analysis
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed energy-efficient train control method and
improved BF algorithm, a practical metro line in China is selected as the research object to
conduct case studies. Energy-saving performance under different line conditions and train
operation scenarios are analysed to explore the applicability of the proposed method.

5.1 Case data
Guangzhou metro line 2 as shown in Figure 13, which has a total length of 31.8 kilometers
with 24 underground stations, is chosen for case studies in this paper. It is roughly a north-
south line that runs from Guangzhou south railway station (GZSRS) to Jiahewanggang
(JHWG) station. Since the implementation of the proposed methods is not affected by train
running directions, the north-bound operation direction of line is selected during the
simulation process. Basic line data, timetable, rollingstock parameters and simulation
parameters are shown as follows:

Figure 12.
Two-layer search idea
when generating train

speed curves
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(1) Line configuration

The length between each interstation and substation sections of Guangzhou metro line 2 are
given in Table 1. Line ramp and curve configurations are shown in Figure 14.

(2) Train data

Train data in the simulation are partially referred to the practical operating attributes of
trains on Guangzhou metro line 2, which are given in Table 2 and Figure 15.

Interstation code Interstation name Length/m PSI code

1 GZSRS-SB 1,036 1
2 SB-HJ 2,374
3 HJ-NP 2,433
4 NP-LX 1,194
5 LX-NZ 2,411 2
6 NZ-DXN 902
7 DXN-JTL 1,975
8 JTL-CG 906
9 CG-JNX 872 3
10 JNX-WCP 1,063
11 WCP-HZS 999
12 HZS-GYQ 1,267
13 GYQ-SYMH 785
14 SYMH-YXP 875 4
15 YXP-GZRS 1,096
16 GZRS-SYL 1,214
17 SYL-FXP 1,330
18 FXP-BYP 1,617
19 BYP-BYCS 1,021 5
20 BYCS-XG 1,123
21 XG-JX 1,445
22 JX-HB 1,240
23 HB-JHWG 1,759

Source(s): Authors own work

Figure 13.
Map of Guangzhou
metro line 2

Table 1.
Line condition of north-
bound Guangzhou
metro line 2
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(3) Timetable

Train running time between each interstation and dwell time at each station of Guangzhou
metro line 2 are given in Table 3.

(4) Computation parameters

Other parameters required during the simulation are given in Table 4.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Energy-saving performance for single-train operation scenario.For single train operation
scenario, the train runs following the strategy of Improvement 1. To verify the energy-saving

Title/Unit Value

Train type A-type
Marshalling Tc-Mp-M-M-Mp-Tc
Train mass m/t 335.4
Train length/(safety distance) ls/m 140
Coefficients of Davis Equation a 2.7551

b 0
c 0.0004286

Maximum acceleration amax/m/s2 1.0
Maximum deceleration bmax/m/s2 1.0
Emergency braking deceleration aeb/m/s2 1.2
Maximum speed/(Speed limit) Vlim/km/h 80
Braking mode Electric and mechanical
Critical speed of electric and mechanical braking Vc/km/h 8
Power of onboard auxiliary equipment Pa/kW 20

Source(s): Authors own work

Figure 14.
Ramp and curve

configuration of north-
bound Guangzhou

metro line 2

Table 2.
Train parameters in

the simulation
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effect of this proposed modified train control method compared with four-phase control
strategy, one single train operation on the whole line with different control strategies is taken
as an example. Simulation results including train speed curves, energy consumption,
computation time, etc., are given in Figure 16 and Table 5.

Station code Station name Running time/s Dwelling time/s

1 GZSRS 78 0
2 SB 140 48
3 HJ 145 48
4 NP 86 48
5 LX 145 48
6 NZ 73 49
7 DXN 126 50
8 JTL 77 35
9 CG 73 55
10 JNX 82 45
11 WCP 79 50
12 HZS 97 55
13 GYQ 72 55
14 SYMH 72 49
15 YXP 84 45
16 GZRS 89 55
17 SYL 102 35
18 FXP 106 39
19 BYP 89 39
20 BYCS 84 39
21 XG 103 39
22 JX 89 39
23 HB 129 40
24 JHWG – 0

Source(s): Authors own work

Figure 15.
Characteristics of train
traction, braking and
unit basic resistance

Table 3.
Train timetable
parameters in the
simulation
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Title/Unit Value

Gravitational acceleration g/m/s2 9.8
Distance step Δs/m 5
Conversion factor μ 0.9
Running time precision error ε/s 0.5
Coefficient λ 0.4
Number of segments in first-layer search P 8
Number of segments in first-layer search Q 5

Source(s): Authors own work

Title/Unit Four-phase control Improved control

Traction energy/kWh 378.5 369.8
Generated RBE/kWh 214.4 205.3
Used RBE/kWh (by onboard auxiliary equipment) 1.8 1.5
RBE utilisation rate 0.84% 0.73%
Net energy/kWh 376.7 368.3
Energy-saving rate – 2.23%
Average computation time at each interstation/s 0.75 0.83

Source(s): Authors own work

Table 4.
Other required

parameters in the
simulation

Figure 16.
Train speed curves

under different control
strategies

Table 5.
Simulation results of
train operation under

different control
strategies
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In Figure 16, it can be seen train speed curves under two control strategies between the same
interstation are almost the same except for a few interstations (e.g. interstation 3 and 7). The
conclusion can be drawn fromTable 5 that for single train operation scenario, compared with
four-phase control strategy, train net energy consumption is reduced by 2.23% when train
applies the proposed improved control strategy. Apart from that, since the improved strategy
avoids train braking as much as possible, total generated RBE under this strategy is
relatively lower than that under four-phase control strategy and correspondingly RBE
utilisation is much lower. As for computation efficiency, the average computation time at
each interstation applying both strategies is at a satisfying level, meeting the requirement of
online optimisation.

5.2.2 Energy-saving performance under different line conditions. Based on the above
analysis, it is clear that line ramp configuration has an obvious impact on energy-saving
performance of the strategy of Improvement 1, since the gradient of line ramp affects the
choice of train control regime at each position, thus influencing energy consumption during
train operation.

In order to explore the energy-saving effect of the improved control strategy during train
operation under different line ramp configurations, a ramp coefficient δ is adopted to
transform the practical line into several virtual lines with different ramp configurations.
Concretely, ramp gradient of virtual lines is calculated by multiplying coefficient δ to the
ramp gradient of the original line which is the same as the setting in Figure 14.

It can be seen from Figure 17 that as the ramp coefficient δ increases, train energy
consumption under four-phase control strategy presents a growing tendency since steeper
downhill causes more kinetic energy loss during train cruising. While the case for the
improved strategy shows the opposite pattern since more potential energy can be used when
train applies coasting. Similarly, the energy-saving rate of the improved strategy compared
with four-phase control strategy is rising as δ increases, and the average value under different
line ramp conditions can be up to 3.23%.

The conclusion can be drawn from the above results that the proposed improved train
control strategy has better energy-saving performance under different line ramp
configurations compared with four-phase control strategy. In addition, the greater line
ramp fluctuation, the more obvious the energy-saving effect, which means the proposed
method is more applicable for train running on the general line conditions.

Figure 17.
Energy-saving
performance under
different line ramp
configurations
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5.2.3 Energy-saving performance for multi-train operation scenario. Different from single
train operation, trains can utilise RBE from each other to reduce net energy consumption
undermulti-train operation scenario. In this section, three trains running in the same direction
on the whole line with 180s of headway are taken for example to reflect energy-saving
performance of the proposed train control method. Simulation results of train operation with
different control strategies and train speed curves under the improved control strategy are
given in Table 6 and Figure 18.

Although the modified control strategy with Improvement 1 (improved strategy in
previous sections) has certain energy-saving effect compared with four-phase control
strategy, RBE utilisation among trains is not fully considered. While train adopts the
modified strategy with Improvement 1 and 2, although the total train traction energy
consumption slightly increases compared with four-phase control strategy, used
RBE rises dramatically, causing a significant reduction of net energy consumption of
5.59% and a 16.19 (29.01–12.82)% higher RBE utilisation rate. Compared with the
modified strategy with Improvement 1, train net energy consumption is still reduced
by 3.23%.

5.2.4 Energy-saving performance under different headways. Train headway has a direct
impact on the net energy consumption of multi-train operation, since it determines the timing
of traction and braking coordination among trains. The energy-saving effect of the proposed
train control method is shown as Figure 19.

Although for four-phase control strategy, the traction phase after the departure can be
prolonged to some extent to use RBE generated by other trains, RBE utilisation is quite
limited due to the fixed control regime sequence, which indicates the necessity of train control
regime sequence modification. Apparently, for multiple-train operation under different
headways, both two kinds of modified train control strategies have energy-saving effect
compared with four-phase control strategy, and train net energy consumption can be reduced
by 2.89 and 4.91% on average, respectively.

While, in Figure 19, for several cases under certain headways, the energy-saving effect of
the modified strategy of Improvement 1 is better than the case for the modified strategy of
Improvement 1 and 2, which means in some situations, train consumes less energy during
operation without multiple-traction phase. This phenomenon may happen where train has
two traction phases with a large interval, and the secondary traction duration is relatively
short. The reason is that long-distance coasting between tractions may significantly reduce
train speed, causing the train to extend traction duration after the departure, thus increasing
energy consumption to some degree.

Title/Unit Four-phase control
Modified control with

improvement 1
Modified control with
improvement 1 and 2

Traction energy/kWh 1138.5 1105.8 1206.1
Generated RBE/kWh 647.6 625.1 722.4
Used RBE/kWh 83.0 76.0 209.6
RBE utilisation rate 12.82% 12.16% 29.01%
Net energy/kWh 1055.5 1029.8 996.5
Energy-saving rate – 2.43% 5.59%/3.23%
Average computation time
at each interstation/s

0.70 0.91 0.95

Source(s): Authors own work

Table 6.
Simulation results of
multi-train operation

scenario
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Figure 18.
Train speed curves
under the modified
strategy with
Improvement 1 and 2

Figure 19.
Energy-saving effect of
the proposed strategies
under different
headways
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6. Conclusion
In order to alleviate the rapidly increasing energy consumption in metro system, online
cooperative train control method for energy saving is studied in this paper. A rolling
optimisation idea of train control schemes is proposed to cope with the impact of practical
train operating situations on the energy-saving performance of the existing offline
optimisation methods. Compared with the current train operation mode where train
control schemes are offline pre-generated and online selected according to actual conditions,
the proposed train control method has higher operation flexibility and robustness when
dealing with the unpredictable disturbance. Case studies on a real metro line in Guangzhou,
China are conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed train control method and
algorithm. Conclusions that can be drawn from case studies are as follows:

(1) For single-train operation scenario, the modified train control strategy in this study is
more applicable under general line conditions compared with train four-phase control
strategy, since it allows the train to make the best possible use of ramp potential
energy to speed up, thus reducing traction energy consumption. The average energy-
saving rate under different line ramp configurations can be up to 3.23%.

(2) For multi-train operation scenario, according to the proposed modified train control
method, trains are allowed to apply multiple-traction to absorb RBE generated by
other adjacent braking trains. The train net energy saving effect can be achieved
under different headways compared with the case where train adopts four-phase
control strategy, and the net energy can be reduced by 4.91% on average.

(3) The proposed improved BF algorithm can meet the requirement of online calculation
accuracy and efficiency, where the two-layer searching idea effectively reduces the
computation time with a satisfying solution quality compared with conventional
searching strategies.
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